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Chapterr  4 

Genericc Database Cost Models 
forr  Hierarchical Memory 
Systems s 

Accuratee prediction of operator execution time is a prerequisite for database query 
optimization.. Although extensively studied for conventional disk-based DBMSs, cost 
modelingg in main-memory DBMSs is still an open issue. Recent database research 
hass demonstrated that memory access is more and more becoming a significant— 
iff  not the major—cost component of database operations. If used properly, fast but 
smalll  cache memories—usually organized in cascading hierarchy between CPU and 
mainn memory—can help to reduce memory access costs. However, they make the cost 
estimationn problem more complex. 

Inn this chapter, we propose a generic technique to create accurate cost functions 
forr database operations. We identify a few basic memory access patterns and provide 
costt functions that estimate their access costs for each level of the memory hierarchy. 
Thee cost functions are parameterized to accommodate various hardware characteris-
ticss appropriately. Combining the basic patterns, we can describe the memory access 
patternss of database operations. The cost functions of database operations can auto-
maticallyy be derived by combining the basic patterns' cost functions accordingly. 

Too validate our approach, we performed experiments using our DBMS prototype 
Monet.. The results presented here confirm the accuracy of our cost models for differ-
entt operations. 

Asidee from being useful for query optimization, our models provide insight to tune 
algorithmss not only in a main-memory DBMS, but also in a disk-based DBMS with a 
largee main-memory buffer cache. 
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4.11 Related Work and Historical Development 

Databasee cost models provide the foundation for query optimizers to derive an ef-
ficientt execution plan. Such models consist of two parts: a logical and a physical 
component.. The former is geared toward estimation of the data volumes involved. 
Usually,, statistics about the data stored in the database are used to predict the amount 
off  data that each operator has to process. The underlying assumption is that a query 
plann that has to process less data will also consume less resources and/or take less time 
too be evaluated. The logical cost component depends only on the data stored in the 
database,, the operators in the query, and the order in which these operators are to be 
evaluatedd (as specified by the query execution plan). Hence, the logical cost compo-
nentt is independent of the algorithm and/or implementation used for each operator. 

Thee problem of (intermediate) result size estimation has been intensively studied 
inn literature (cf., Section 2.2). In this thesis, we focus on the physical cost component. 
Therefore,, we assume a perfect oracle to predict the data volumes. 

Givenn the data volumes, the physical cost component is needed to discriminate 
thee costs of the various algorithms and implementations of each operator. The query 
optimizerr uses this information to choose the most suitable algorithm and/or imple-
mentationn for each operator. 

Givenn the fact that disk-access used to be the predominant cost factor, early phys-
icall  cost functions just counted the number of I/O operations to be executed by each 
algorithmm [Gra93]. Any operation that loads a page from disk into the in-memory 
bufferr pool or writes a page from the buffer back to disk is counted as an I/O opera-
tion.. However, disk systems depict significant differences in cost (in terms of time) per 
I/OO operation depending on the access pattern. Sequentially reading or writing con-
secutivee pages causes less cost per page than accessing scattered pages in a random 
order.. Hence, more accurate cost models discriminate between random and sequen-
tiall  I/O. The cost for sequential I/O is calculated as the data volume1 divided by the 
I/OO bandwidth. The cost for random I/O additionally considers the seek latency per 
operation. . 

Withh memory chips dropping in price while growing in capacity, main memory 
sizess grow as well. Hence, more and more query processing work is done in main 
memory,, trying to minimize disk access as far as possible in order to avoid the I/O 
bottleneck.. Consequently, the contribution of pure CPU time to the overall query 
evaluationn time becomes more important. Cost models are extended to model CPU 
costs,, usually in terms of CPU cycles (scored by the CPU's clock speed to obtain the 
elapsedd time). 

CPUU cost used to cover memory access costs [LN96, WK90]. This implicitly 
assumess that main memory access costs are uniform, i.e., independent of the mem-
oryy address being accessed and the order in which different data items are accessed. 
However,, recent database research has demonstrated that this assumption does not 
holdd (anymore) [ADHW99, BMK99]. With hierarchical memory systems being used, 
accesss latency varies significantly, depending on whether the requested data can be 

i.e.,, number of sequential I/O operations multiplied by the page size 
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foundd in (any) cache, or has to be fetch from main memory. The state (or contents) 
off  the cache(s) in turn depends on the applications' access patterns, i.e., the order in 
whichh the required data items are accessed. Furthermore, while CPU speed is con-
tinuouslyy experiencing an exponential growth, memory latency has hardly improved 
overr the last decade.2 Our detailed analysis of these issues in Section 3.2 comes to 
thee conclusion that memory access has become a significant cost factor—not only for 
mainn memory databases—which cost models need to reflect. 

Inn query execution, the memory access issue has been addressed by designing new 
cache-consciouss data structures [RR99, RROO, ADHS01] and algorithms [SKN94, 
MBKOOb].. On the modeling side, however, nothing has been published yet consider-
ingg memory access appropriately. 

4.22 Outline 

Inn this chapter, we address the problem of how to model memory access costs of 
databasee operators appropriately. As it turns out to be quite complicated to derive 
properr memory access cost functions for various operations, we develope a new tech-
niquee to automatically derive such cost functions. The basic idea is to describe the 
dataa access behavior of an algorithm in terms of a combination of basic access pat-
ternss (such as "sequentiaTor "random"). The actual cost function is then obtained by 
combiningg the patterns' cost functions (as derived in this chapter) appropriately. Us-
ingg a unified hardware model that covers the cost-related characteristics of both main 
memoryy and disk access, it is straight forward to extend our approach to consider I/O 
costt as well. Gathering I/O and memory cost models into a single common framework 
iss a new approach that simplifies the task of generating accurate cost functions. 

Sectionn 4.3 presents a simplified abstract representation of data structures and 
identifiess a number of basic access patterns to be performed on such data structures. 
Equippedd with these tools, we show how to specify the data access patterns of database 
algorithmss by combining basic patterns. In Section 4.4, we derive the cost function 
forr our basic access patterns and Section 4.5 provides rules how to obtain the cost 
functionss of database algorithms from their representation introduced in Section 4.3. 
Sectionn 4.7 contains some experimental results validating the obtained cost functions 
andd Section 4.8 will draw some conclusions. 

4.33 The Idea 

Ourr recent work on main-memory database algorithms suggests that memory access 
costt can be modeled by estimating the number of cache misses M and scoring them 
withh their respective miss latency / [MBK02]. This approach is similar to the one 
usedd for detailed I/O cost models. The hardware discussion in Section 3.1 shows, that 

22 Wider busses and raised clock speeds, such as with DDR-SDRAM or RAMBUS, help to keep memory 
bandwidthh growing at almost the pace of CPU speed, however, these techniques do not improve memory 
accesss latency. See also Section 3.2. 
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alsoo for main-memory access, we have to distinguish between sequential and random 
accesss patterns. However, in contrary to disk access, we now have multiple levels of 
cachee with varying characteristics. Hence, the challenge is to predict the number and 
kindd of cache misses for all cache levels. Our hypothesis is, that we can treat all cache 
levelss individually, though equally, and calculate the total cost as the sum of the cost 
forr all levels: 

N N 

7Wmm = £(Mf-/ f +Mf-£). (4.1) 
J=I I 

Withh the hardware modeled as described in Section 3.1 and the hardware param-
eterss measured by our calibration tool (see Section 3.3), the remaining challenge is 
too estimate the number and kind of cache misses per cache level for various database 
algorithms.. The task is similar to estimating the number and kind of I/O operations 
inn traditional cost models. However, our goal is to provide a generic technique for 
predictingg cache miss rates of various database algorithms. Nevertheless, we want to 
sacrificee as littl e accuracy as possible to this generalization. 

Too achieve the generalization, we introduce two abstractions. Our first abstraction 
iss a unified description of data structures. We call it data regions. The second are 
basicbasic data access patterns. Both of them are driven by the goal to keep the models as 
simplee as possible, but as detailed as necessary. Hence, we try to ignore any details 
thatt are not significant for our purpose (predicting cache miss rates) and only focus 
onn the relevant parameters. The following paragraphs will present both abstractions 
inn detail. 

4.3.11 Data Regions 

Wee model data structures as data regions. D denotes the set of data regions. A data 
regionn R €& consists of \R\ data items of size R (in bytes). We call \R\ the length of 
regionn R, R its width and \\R\\ = \R\  R its size. Further, we define the number of cache 
lineslines covered by Ras \R\z = \\\R\\/Z], and the number of data items that fit in the cache 
ass {Qg = \C/R\. 

AA (relational) database table is hence represented by a region R with \R\ being the 
table'ss cardinality and R being the tuple size (or width). Similarly, more complex 
structuress like trees are modeled by regions with \R\ representing the number of nodes 
andd R representing the size (width) of a single node. 

4.3.22 Basic Access Patterns 

Dataa access patterns vary in their referential locality and hence in their cache behavior. 
Thus,, not only the cost (latency) of cache misses depend on the access pattern, but 
alsoo the number of cache misses that occur. Each database algorithm describes a 
differentt data access pattern. This means, each algorithm requires an individual cost 
functionn to predict its cache misses. Deriving each cost function "by hand"is not 
onlyy exhaustive and time consuming, but also error-prone. Our hypothesis is that 
wee only need to specify the cost functions of a few basic access patterns. Given 
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thesee basic patterns and their cost functions, we could describe the access patterns of 
databasee operations as combinations of basic access patterns, and derive the resulting 
costt functions automatically. 

Inn order to identify the relevant basic access patterns, we first have to analyze 
thee data access characteristics of database operators. We classify database operations 
accordingg to thee number of operands. 

Unaryy operators—such as, e.g., table scan, selection, projection, sorting, hashing, 
aggregation,, or duplicate elimination—read data from one input region and write data 
too one output region. Data access can hence be modeled by two cursors, one for the 
inputt and one for the output. The input cursor traverses the input region sequentially. 
Forr table scan, selection, and projection, the output cursor also simply progresses 
sequentiallyy with each output item. When building a hash table, the output cursor 
"hopss back and foruY'in a non-sequential way. In practice, the actual pattern is not 
completelyy random, but rather depends on the physical order and attribute value dis-
tributionn of the input data as well as on the hash function. In our case, i.e., knowing 
onlyy the algorithm, but not the actual data, it is not possible to make more accurate 
(andd usable) assumptions about the pattern described by the output cursor. Hence, 
wee assume that the output region is accessed in a completely random manner. This 
assumptionn should not be too bad, as a "good"hash function typically destroys any 
sortingg order and tends/tries to level out skew data distributions. 

Sortt algorithms typically perform a more complicated data access pattern. In Sec-
tionn 4.7.2, we will present quick-sort as an example to demonstrate how such patterns 
cann be specified as combinations of basic patterns. Aggregation and duplicate elimina-
tionn are usually implemented using sorting or hashing. Thus, they incur the respective 
patterns. . 

Thoughh also a unary operation, data partitioning takes a separate role. Again, the 
inputt region is traversed sequentially. However, modeling the output cursor's access 
patternn as purely random is too simple. In fact, we can do better. Suppose, we want 
too partition the input region into m output regions. Then, we know that the access 
withinn each region is sequential. Hence, we model the output access as a nested pat-
tern.. Each region is a separate local cursor, performing a sequential pattern. A single 
globalglobal cursor hops back and forth between the regions. Similar to the hashing scenario 
describedd before, the order in which the different region-cursors are accessed—i.e., the 
globall  pattern—depends on the partitioning criterion (e.g., hash- or range-based) and 
thee physical order and attribute value distribution of the input data. Again, it is not 
possiblee to model these dependencies in a general way without detailed knowledge 
aboutt the actual data to process. Purely from the algorithm, we can only deduce a 
randomm order. 

Concerningg binary operations, we focus our discussion on join. The appropriate 
treatmentt of union, intersection and set-difference can be derived respectively. Binary 
operatorss have two inputs and a single output. In most cases, one input—we call it left 
orr outer input—is traversed sequentially. Access to the other—right or inner—input 
dependss on the algorithm and the data of the left input. A nested loop join performs 
aa complete sequential traversal over the whole inner input for each outer data item. A 
mergee join—assuming both inputs are already sorted—sequentially traverses the inner 
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Figuree 4.1: Single Sequential Traversal: s_trav(7?, u) 

\\R\\ \\R\\ 

Figuree 4.2: Single Random Traversal: r.trav(/?, u) 

inputt once while the outer input is traversed. A hash join—provided there is already 
aa hash table on the inner input—performs an "un-ordered"access pattern on the inner 
input'ss hash table. As discussed above, we assume a uniform random access. 

Fromm this discussion, we identify the following basic access patterns as eminent 
inn the majority of relational algebra implementations. Let R e D be a data region. 

singlee sequential traversal: s_trav(/?[, u\) 
AA sequential traversal sequentially sweeps over R, accessing each data item in 
RR exactly once. The optional parameter w gives the number of bytes that are 
actuallyy used of each data item. If not specified, we assume that all bytes are 
used,, i.e., u = R. If specified, we require 0 < u < R. u is used to model the fact 
thatt an operator, e.g., an aggregation or a projection (either as separate operator 
orr in-lined with another operator), accesses only a subset of its input's attributes. 
Forr simplicity of presentation, we assume that we always access u consecutive 
bytes.. Though not completely accurate, this is a reasonable abstraction in our 
case.33 Figure 4.1 shows a sample sequential traversal. 

repetitivee sequential traversal: rs_trav(r, d, R, [, u\) 
AA repetitive sequential traversal performs r sequential traversals over R after 
another,, d specifies, whether all traversals sweep over R in the same direction, 
orr whether subsequent traversals go in alternating directions. The first case— 
uni-directionaluni-directional—is—is specified by d = uni. The second case—bi-directional—is 

33 In case the u bytes are rather somehow spread across the whole item width R, say as k times u' bytes 
(k(k  u' = u), one can replace s_trav(R, u) by S-trav(/?',«') with R^_ = RJk and \R'\ = \R\  k. 
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** J l 

— * -- local cursors - - * - global cursor 

Figuree 4.3: Interleaved Multi-Cursor Access: nest(/?, m, s_trav(/?,«), seq, bi) 

specifiedd by d = b i. 

singlee random traversal: r_trav(/?[,«]) 
Likee a sequential traversal, a random traversal accesses each data item in R ex-
actlyy once, reading or writing u bytes. However, the data items are not accessed 
inn the order they are stored, but rather randomly. Figure 4.2 depicts a sample 
randomm traversal. 

repetitivee random traversal: rr_trav(r, R[, u\) 
AA repetitive random traversal performs r random traversals over R after another. 
Wee assume that the permutation orders of two subsequent traversals are inde-
pendentpendent of each other. Hence, there is no point in discriminating uni-directional 
andd bi-directional accesses, here. Therefore, we omit parameter d. 

randomm access: r_acc(r, R[,«]) 
Randomm access hits r randomly chosen data items in R after another. We as-
sume,, that each data item may be hit more than once, and that the choices are 
independentt of each other. Even with r > \R\ we do not require that each data 
itemm is accessed at least once. 

interleavedd multi-cursor  access: nest(/?, m, f, 0[, D]) 
AA nested multi-cursor access models a pattern where R is divided into m (equal-
sized)) sub-regions. Each sub-region has its own local cursor. All local cursors 
performm the same basic pattern, given by P. O specifies, whether the global 
cursorr picks the local cursors randomly (O - ran) or sequentially (O = seq). In 
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thee latter case, D specifies, whether all traversals of the global cursor across the 
locall  cursors use the same direction (D = uni), or whether subsequent traversals 
usee alternating directions {D - b i ). Figure 4.3 shows a sample interleaved 
multi-cursorr access. 

AA similar idea has been used by Chou and DeWitt in their buffer management 
algorithmm DBMIN [CD85]. DBMIN is based on a model for relational query behavior 
calledd query locality set model (QLSM). QLSM is founded on the observation that 
basicc database operations (like scans, index scans, joins, etc.) could be characterized 
byy a limited number of reference patterns to database pages. Chou and DeWitt propose 
threee classes of reference patterns: sequential, random, and hierarchical. DBMIN 
exploitss the information provided by QLSM to choose the most suitable pages replace 
strategyy and estimate the proper buffer size to be used for each relation in a given 
query. . 

4.3.33 Compound Access Patterns 

Databasee operations access more than one data region, usually at least their input(s) 
andd their output. This means, they perform more complex data access patterns than 
thee basic ones we introduced in the previous section. In order to model these complex 
patterns,, we now introduce compound data access patterns. Unless we need to explic-
itlyy distinguish between basic and compound data access patterns, we refer to both as 
dataa access patterns, or simply patterns. We use Pt,, Pc, and P = Pt, U Pc to denote 
thee set of basic access patterns, compound access patterns, and all access patterns, 
respectively.. We require Pt, n Pc = 0. 

BeBe P\,...,PP € P (/? > 1) data access patterns. There are two principle ways 
too combine two or more patterns. Either the patterns are executed one after the other 
orr they are executed concurrently. We call the first combination sequential execution 
andd denote it by operator © : P —> P; the second combination represents concurrent 
executionexecution and is denoted by operator o : P -» P. The result of either combination is 
againn a (compound) data access pattern. Hence, we can apply © and O repeatedly to 
describee complex patterns. By definition, O is commutative, while © is not. In case 
bothh O and © are used to describe a complex pattern, 0 has precedence over ©, i.e., 

PPXX®P®P22®PI®PAOPS®P$®PI®PAOPS®P$ = {{P\OP2QP3)e(P4 0P5)®P6). 

Wee use bracketing to overrule these assumptions or to avoid ambiguity. Further, we 
usee the following notation to simplify complex terms where necessary and appropri-
ate: : 

®® G {©,©}  : Pl@...@Pp = ®(PU... ,PP) = @\pq=l(Pq). 

Tablee 4.1 gives some examples how to describe the access patterns of some typ-
icall  database algorithms as compound patterns. For convenience, some re-occurring 
compoundd access patterns are assigned a new name. 
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algorithm m 

WW«-«- select(U) 

WW «— nested Joop Join{U, V) 

WW <- zick-zackJoin{y, Vy 

V'V' <- hashJbuild(V) 

WW <- hash-pivbe{U, V') 

WW <- hashJoin{V, V) 

{Uj)\J{Uj)\J =l=l  <- cluster{U,m) 

WW *- partJÜJoin(U, V, m) 

WW <- partJtjoin(U, V,m) 

patternn description name 

s_trav(£/)) o sJrav(H0 

s_trav((/)) o rs_trav(|£/|, uni, V) o s_trav(W0 

=::  ngoin(f/, V, W) 

s_trav(£/)) G rs_trav(|t/|,bi, VO O s_trav(HO 

sJrav(V)) G r_trav(V" ) 

=::  build_hash(V, V') 

s_trav(£/)) G rjacc(|f/|, V') © s_trav(W) 

=::  probe_hash((/, V', W) 

build_hash(V,, V') © probe_hash(£/, V, W) 

=::  h join(t/ , V, W) 

s_trav(t/)) O nest({£/;}|£j , m, s_trav(£/,), ran) 

=:part((/,m,{£/;}|£, ) ) 

part((/ ,, m, { t / , }^ ) © part(V, m, {Vj}\J=l) 

©© nLjoin(tfi , V,, W,) ©. .. © nigoin(£/m, Vw, Wm) 

part(f/ ,, m, {£/,}!*, ) © part( V, m, {V;}|J =I) 

©© hgoin(t/i, Vi, WO ©. .. © h4o\n(Um, Vm, Wm) 

"nested-loop-joinn with alternating traversal direction on inner table, aka. "boustwphedonisrri 

Tablee 4.1: Sample Data Access Patterns (£/, V, V', W e D) 

Ourr hypothesis is, that we only need to provide an access pattern description as 
depictedd in Table 4.1 for each operation we want to model. The actual cost function 
cann then be created automatically, provided we know the cost functions for the basic 
patterns,, and the rules how to combine them. To verify this hypothesis, we will now 
firstfirst estimate the cache miss rates of the basic access patterns and then derive rules 
howw to calculate the cache miss rates of compound access patterns. 

4.44 Deriving Cost Functions 

Inn the following sections, N depicts the number of cache levels and i iterates over all 
levels:: i e {1,..., N). For better readability, we will omit the index i wherever we do 
nott refer to a specific cache level, but rather to all or any. 

4.4.11 Preliminaries 

Forr each basic pattern, we need to estimate both sequential and random cache misses 
forr each cache level. Given an access pattern f € P, we describe the number of misses 
perr cache level as pair 

tik&>)tik&>)  = <M?(f>), Mf (P)> € N x N (4.2) ) 
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containingg the number of sequential and random cache misses. Obviously, the ran-
domm patterns cause only random misses, but no sequential misses. Consequently, we 
alwayss set 

Mf(T )) = 0 for T € {r_trav, rr_trav, r_acc}. 

Sequentiall  traversals can achieve sequential latency (i.e., exploit full excess band-
width),, only if all the requirements listed in Section 3.1.2.2 are fulfilled. Sequential 
accesss is fulfilled by definition. The hardware requirements (non-blocking caches and 
super-scalarr CPUs allowing speculative execution) are covered by the results of our 
calibrationn tool. In case these properties are not given, sequential latency will be the 
samee as random latency. However, the pure existence of these hardware features is not 
sufficientt to achieve sequential latency. Rather, the implementation needs to be able to 
exploitt these features. Data dependencies in the code may keep the CPU from issuing 
multiplee memory requests concurrently. It is not possible to deduce this information 
onlyy from the algorithm without knowing the actual implementation. But even without 
dataa dependencies, multiple concurrent memory requests may hit the same cache line. 
Inn case the number of concurrent hits to a single cache line is lower than the maximal 
numberr of outstanding memory references allowed by the CPU, only one cache line is 
loadedd at a time.4 Though we can say how many subsequent references hit the same 
cachee line (see below), we do not know how many outstanding memory references the 
CPUU can handle without stalling.5 Hence, it is not possible to automatically guess, 
whetherr a sequential traversal can achieve sequential latency or not. For this reason, 
wee offer two variants of s_trav and rs.trav. s_travs and rs_travs assume a scenario that 
cann achieve sequential latency while s_travr and rs_travr do not. The actual number of 
missess is equal in both cases. However, in the first case, we get only sequential but no 
randomm misses, while the second case causes only random but no sequential misses: 

M[(T s0)) = M,s(Tr()) =0 for T e {sJrav, rs_trav}. 

Unlesss we need to explicitly distinguish between both variants, we will use s.trav* 
respectivelyy rs.trav*  to refer to both (JC e {s,r}) . When describing the access pattern 
off  a certain algorithm, we will use the variant that fits to the actual code. 

4.4.22 Single Sequential Traversal 

Bee R a data region and P = s_trav*(/?, u) (x e {s, r} ) a sequential traversal over R. As 
mentionedd above, we have 

Mf(s_travs(/?,M))) = 0 and M,s(sJrav*(R,u)) = 0. 

Too calculate M*(s_trav*(/?, w)), we distinguish two cases: /? - u < Z and R - u > Z. 

4Forr a more detailed discussion, we refer the interested reader to Section 3.2. 
55 Our calibration results can only indicate, whether the CPU can handle outstanding memory references 

withoutt stalling, but not how many it can handle concurrently. 
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R R 
* * 

R-u R-u l l 
a)) R-u<Z 

R R 
R-u R-u 

ZZ Z ! Z I Z 

b)£-w>Z Z 

W W fi-U fi-U 
zz |"  z 

Figuree 4.4: Impact of /? - u on the Number of Cache Misses 

Casee R- u < Z. In this case, the gap between two adjacent accesses that is not 
touchedd at all is smaller than a single cache line. Hence, the cache line containing this 
gapp is loaded to serve at least_one of the two adjacent accesses (cf., Fig. 4.4a). Thus, 
duringg a sweep over R with R-u<Zall cache lines coved by R have to be loaded, 
i.e., , 

M*(s.travM*(s.travxx(R,u))(R,u)) = \R\Zr (4.3) 

Casee R-u>Z. In this case, the gap between two adjacent accesses that is not 
touchedd at all spans at least a complete cache line. Hence, not all cache lines coved 
byy R have to be loaded during a sweep over R with R- u>Z (cf., Fig. 4.4b). Further, 
noo access can benefit from a cache line already loaded by a previous access to another 
spot.. Thus, each access to an item in R requires at least [|1 cache lines to be loaded. 
Wee get 

M*(s-trav*(/?,«))) > \R\ 

However,, with u > 1 it may happen that — depending on the alignment of u within 
aa cache line — one additional cache line has to be loaded per access. Figure 4.5 depicts 
suchh a scenario. 

Thee actual alignment of each u in a sweep is determined by two parameters. First, 
itt of course depends on the alignment of the first item in R, i.e., the alignment of R 
itself.. Assuming a 1 byte access granularity, R can be aligned on Z places within 
aa cache line. Second, R determines whether all items in R are aligned equally, or 
whetherr their alignment changes throughout R. In case R is a multiple of Z, all items 
inn R are equally aligned as the first one. Otherwise, the alignment varies throughout 
R,R, but picking only ? _, out of the Z theoretically possible places. As we do not 

knoww anything about the alignment of R, there is ji o way of reasonably exploiting the 
informationn we just learned about the impact of R on the alignment shift. Hence, all 
wee can do is assuming that all Z possibilities occur equally often. All we need to do 
now,, is count how many of these Z possibilities yield an additional cache miss. For 
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misses s 

xx = Z-(u mocT Z) 

vv = Z-l-x = (u-1) mod Z 

Figuree 4.5: Impact of Alignment on the Number of Cache Misses 

convenience,, we define 

xx mod y = >
II  x mod y, else. 

iff  x mod y = 0, 

Whenn u is aligned on the first position (i.e., the first byte) in a cache line, no more than 
[ | ]]  cache lines have to be loaded to access whole u (cf., Fig. 4.5). In this case, the 
lastt Z - (w mod Z) bytes in the last cache line loaded for u are not used by u. Hence, 
shiftingg u's position by up to Z - (w mod Z) also does not require any additional cache 
miss.. Only the remaining 

ZZ - 1 - (Z - (« mod Z)) 

== (u mod Z) - 1 

( Z—— 1, if u modZ = 0 

(MM modZ)- 1, else 

"== ( K - 1) modZ 

positionss will  yield one additional cache miss (cf., Fig. 4.5). Putting all pieces to-
gether,, we get: 
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M?? (s_trav*(fl,«)) = \R\ ++ (K-l^modZt l ( 4 4) 

Figuree 4.6 demonstrates the impact of « on the number of cache misses. The points 
showw the number of cache misses measured with various alignments, "align = 0"and 
"alignn = -V'make up the two extreme cases. In the first case, u is aligned on the 
firstt byte of a cache line; in the second case, u starts on the last byte of a cache 
line.. "average"depicts the average over all possible alignments. The dotted curve 
andd the dashed curve represent Equations (4.5) and (4.3), respectively, which ignore 
uu and assume that all R bytes of each item are touched. The solid curve represents 
thee identical Equations (4.4) and (4.6) which consider u. The graphs show, that u has 
aa significant impact on the number of cache misses, and that our formulas correctly 
predictt the average impact. 

4.4.33 Single Random Traversal 

Bee R a data region and P = r_trav(/?,u) a random traversal over R. As mentioned 
above,, we have 

Mf(r_trav(/Ï,, w)) = 0. 

Likee with sequential traversal, we distinguish two cases: R-u <Z and R - u > Z. 

Casee R-u < Z. With the untouched gaps being smaller than cache line size, 
againn all cache lines coved by R have to be accessed. Hence, Mr(P) > \R\z. But 
duee to the random access pattern, two locally adjacent accesses are not temporally 
adjacent.. Thus, if \\R\\ exceeds the cache size, a cache line that serves two or more 
(locallyy adjacent) accesses may be replaced by another cache line before all accesses 
thatt require it actually took place. This in turn causes an additional cache miss, once 
thee original cache line is accessed again. Of course, such additional cache misses only 
occur,, once the cache capacity is exceeded, i.e., after min{#„  \Ci\j) spots have been 
accessed.. The probability that a cache line is removed from the cache although it will 
bee used for another access increases with the size of R. In the worst case, each access 
causess an additional cache miss. Hence, we get 

Mf(r_trav(/?,M)) ) 

== 1*1*  + (1*1" min {#,, |C,y) (l - min {1, p | } J. (4.5) 

Casee R-u>Z. Each spot is touched exactly once, and as adjacent accesses 
cannott benefit from previously loaded cache lines, we get the same formula as for 
sequentiall  access: 

M["(r_trav(/?,«))) = |/?| 
5 ) ) 

++ (« - l )modZ i| j ( 4 f i ) 

file:///Ci/j
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Figuree 4.6: Impact of u and its Alignment on the Number of Cache Misses 
(|/?|== 1,000,000, Ï?=320B, Z, =32B, Z2 = 128B) 
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4.4.44 Discussion 
Comparingg the final formulas for sequential and random traversals, we can derive the e 
followingg relationships and invariants. Figure 4.7 visualizes some of the effects. The 
pointss represent the measured cache misses, while the lines represent the estimations 
off  our formulas. 

~R-u<Zi~R-u<Zi A \\R\\ < Q <4'^'5) Mf(s_trav*(fl,w)) = Mf (r_trav(/?,«)); 

~R-u<Zi~R-u<Zi A ||/?|| > Q (4'S'5) Mf(s_trav*(/?,u)) < Mf (r_trav(/?,«)). 

Withh untouched gaps smaller than cache lines, random traversals cause as many misses 
ass sequential traversals as long as R fits in the cache, but more, if/? exceeds the cache 
(cf.,, Figure 4.7a vs. 4.7c & 4.7b vs. 4.7d). 

~R-u>Zi~R-u>Zi ( 4S6 ) Mf (s_trav*(/?,«)) = Mf (r-trav(/?,M)). 

Withh untouched gaps larger than cache lines, random traversals cause as many misses 
ass sequential traversals. 

~R-u<Zi~R-u<Zi (4J}  Mf(s_travx(fl,w)) = Mf(sJrav^fl',«')) 
VR',u'VR',u' with ||/?'|| = ||£|| AÏÏ-u' < Zt. 

Withh untouched gaps smaller than cache lines, sequential traversals depend only on 
thee size of R, but are invariant to varying item size (and hence number of items) and 
bytess touched per item (cf., Figure 4.7a & 4.7b). 

/?? - u < Zt A \\R\\ < Ct
 <4=? Mf (r_trav(/?,«)) = Mf (r_trav(/?', u')) 

W?',«'' with W\\ = \\R\\ AW_-U' < Z,; 

~R-u<Zi~R-u<Zi A \\R\\ > Q (4=? Mf(r_trav(/?,w)) = Mf(r_trav(/?,M')) 

WW with /? -« '< Z,. 

Forr random traversals, the invariance to item size holds only if R entirely fits in the 
cachee (cf, Figure 4.7c & 4.7d). 

__ (4.4/4.6) -» -. 

R-u>ZR-u>Ztt => Mt(J(R,«)) = Mi(J(R', «)) 

W?'' with \R'\ = \R\ A /F - u > Zit 

TT e {s_trav\ rJrav}. 

Withh untouched gaps larger than cache lines, the number of misses of all traversals 
dependd only on the number of items accessed and the number of bytes touched per 
item. . 
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4.4.55 Repetitive Traversals 

Withh repetitive traversals, cache re-usage comes into play. We assume initially empty 
caches.66 Hence, the first traversal requires as many cache misses as estimated above. 
Butt the subsequent traversals may benefit from the data already present in the cache 
afterr the first access. We will analyze this in detail for both sequential and random 
traversals. . 

4.4.5.11 Repetitive Sequential Traversal 

Bee R a data region, P = rs_trav*(r, d, /?, u) a repetitive sequential traversal over R, and 
PP11 = s_trav*(/?, u) a single sequential traversal over R. Two parameters determine the 
cachingg behavior of a repetitive sequential traversal: the number MX(P') of cache lines 
touchedd during the first traversal and the direction d in which subsequent traversals 
sweepp over R. 

Inn case Mj:(fy) is smaller than the total number of available cache lines, only the 
firstt traversal causes cache misses, loading all required data. All r - 1 subsequent 
traversalss then just access the cache, causing no further cache misses. 

Inn case Mx(f) exceeds the number of available cache lines, the end of a traversal 
pushess the data read at the begin of the traversal out of the cache. If the next traver-
sall  then again starts at the begin of R, it cannot benefit from any data in the cache. 
Hence,, with d = uni, each sweep causes the full amount of cache misses. Only if 
aa subsequent sweep starts where the previous one stopped, i.e., it traverses R in the 
oppositee direction as its predecessor, it can benefit from the data stored in the cache. 
Thus,, with d = bi, only the first sweep causes the full amount of cache misses. The 
rr  - 1 remaining sweeps cause cache misses only for the fraction of R that does not fit 
intoo the cache. 

Inn total, we get 

M*(rs_trav*(r,J,fl,u)) ) 

''  MJC**) , if M*(P ,)^# i 

rr  M*(*") , if M*(P/) > #,; A d = uni (4.7) 

MJP" )) + (r  - 1)  (Mf(f v) - #,-), if Mf(P1) > #,- A d = bi. 

4.4.5.22 Repetitive Random Traversal 

Bee R a data region, P = rr_trav(r, R, u) a repetitive random traversal over /?, and 
P*P* - r_trav(/?, w) a single random traversal over /?. With random memory access, d 
iss not defined, hence, we need to consider only Mr(P') to determine to which extend 
repetitivee accesses can benefit from cached data. 

Whenn MT(P') is smaller than the number of available cache lines, we get the same 
effectt as above. Only the first sweep causes cache misses, loading all required data. 
Alll  r-1 subsequent sweeps then just access the cache, causing no further cache misses. 

6Sectionn 4.5 will discuss how to consider pre-loaded caches. 
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InIn case MT(P') exceeds the number of available cache lines, the most recently 
accessedd data remains in the cache at the end of a sweep. Hence, there is a certain 
probabilityy that the first accesses of the following sweep might re-use (some of) these 
## cache lines. This probability decreases as Mr(P') increases. We estimate the prob-
abilityy with # /M r ( ^ ) . 

Analogouslyy to the sequential case, we get 

MM *"(rr_trav(r, R, «)) 

rMf(^) ,, if M[ ( r )<# ,-

== | M ^ ) + ( r - l ) Ï M ^ ' ) - j ^ ^ , if M*(P')># i. 
(4.8) ) 

M*(P') M*(P') 

4.4.66 Random Access 

Bee R a data region and P = r_acc(r,/?, u) a random access pattern on R. As in Sec-
tionn 4.4.3, we have 

Mf(r_acc(r,/?,M))) = 0. 

Inn contrary to a single random traversal, where each data item of R is touched exactly 
once,, we do not know exactly, how many distinct data items are actually touched with 
randomm access. However, knowing that there are r independent random accesses to 
thee \R\ data items in /?, we can estimate the average/expected number I of distinct data 
itemss that are indeed touched. Be E the number of all different outcomes of picking r 
timess one of the \R\ data items allowing multiple accesses to each data item. Further be 
EjEj the number of outcomes containing exactly 1 < j < min{r,\R\} distinct data items. 
Iff  we respect ordering, all outcomes are equally likely to occur, hence, we have 

min{r,|/f|} } 

ZZ Ej(r,\m-j 

with h 
min{r,\R\] min{r,\R\] 

££ Ej(r,\R\) = E(r,\R\). 

Calculatingg E is straight forward: 

E{r,\R\) =E{r,\R\) = \R\r. 

Calculatingg Ej turns out to be a bit more difficult. Be 

\yj\yj (x-y)\-y\ 

thee binomial coefficient, i.e., the number of ways of picking y unordered outcomes 
fromm x possibilities. Further be 

j=0 0 {;Bl<-"- 0 0 
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thee Stirling number of second kind, i.e., the number of ways of partitioning a set of JC 
elementss into y nonempty sets [Sti30]. Then, we have 

Q Q 
Firstt of all, there are (^) ways to choose ; distinct data items from the available \R\ 

dataa items. Then, there are \r\ ways to partition the r accesses into j groups, one for 
eachh distinct data item. Finally, we have to consider all  j \ permutations to get equally 
likelyy outcomes. 

Knowingg the number I of distinct data items that are touched by r_acc(r, /?, w) on 
average,, we can now calculate the number C of distinct cache lines touched. Again, 
wee distinguish two cases, depending on the size of the (minimal) untouched gaps 
betweenn two adjacent accesses. 

Casee R - u > Z. With the (minimal) untouched gaps larger than cache line 
size,, no cache line is used by more than one data item. Following the discussion in 
Sectionn 4.4.2, we get 

C,(r_acc(r,/?,«))) = I(r_acc(r, ( ( 
(u(u - 1) mod Z 

++ z, 

Casee R- u > Z. With the (minimal) untouched gaps smaller than cache line size, 
(some)) cache lines might be used by more than one data item. In case all I touched 
dataa items are pair-wise adjacent, we get 

C,(r.acc(r,, /?,«)) = 
I(r_acc(r,, R,u))R 

Zi Zi 

However,, if I «: |/?|, the actual untouched gap might still be larger than cache line 
size,, hence 

£((r-acc(r,/f,M)) ) 

== m m { « r ^ r , i ï i « ) ) . ( [ | | + 5 L ^ É ^ ) f | ^ j . 

CC is more likely with large I, while C is more likely with small I. Hence, we calculate 
thee average C as a linear combination of C and Ö: 

Q(r_acc(r,, * ,«))= ' f r * ^ ' * » » .£v(r_acc(r, * , u)) 

/ ,, I(r_acc(r,/?,«))\ . , t n sx 
++ |l - jjj j -J-Ci(rjacc(r,J«,u)). 
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Knowingg the number C of distinct cache lines touched, we can finally calculate 
thee number of cache misses. With r accesses spread over I distinct data items, each 
itemm is touched r/I times on average. Analogously to Equation (4.8), we get (P = 
r_acc(r,, /?, w)) 

(4.9) ) 

Mff  (r_acc(r, R, u)) 

( Q ( nn if C,(f>)<#, 

M^ +fe-#^-dk4 i ff  c'w>#'-
4.4.77 Interleaved Multi-Curso r  Access 

Bee R - {#/}r =] a data region divided into m < \R\ sub-regions Rj with 

R~R~ = R and k = \RA = —. (*) 
—— ~ m 

Furtherr be *P = nes\(R, m, T([r, ]R}, u), O, D) with T 6 {sJrav*, r_trav, r_acc) an inter-
leavedd multi-cursor access. We inspect local random access (T e {r_acc, r_trav}) and 
locall  sequential access (T = s.trav*) separately. 

4.4.7.11 Local Random Access 

Withh T 6 {r_acc, r.trav}, P behaves like a single traversal P' - T([m  r, ]R, u). For 
kk = 1 (i.e., m = \R\), the new order is the original global order, otherwise, it is the 
originall  local order, i.e., we get 

__ J s_trav*, if k = 1 A O = seq 

IT ,, else 

andd consequently 

IViKnesttf?,, m, T([r, ]/?,,«), O, D)) =  ̂ ,(T'([m  r, ]R, u)). 

4.4.7.22 Local Sequential Access 

Forr T = s_trav*, we distinguish three cases: 

 R-u>Z, 
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Casee R- u > Z. In this case, <P means k = \Rj\ times traversing across all Rj in 
orderr O. Hence, each traversal performs m accesses (one to each Rj). The distance 
betweenn adjacent accesses within each traversal is \\Rj\\ = k  R. We describe these 
traversalss by T'(/f', u) where R' is a data region with 

mm = m and iF=|l*yll . (t) 

and d 
iff  O = ran 
else. . 

Ass the non-touched gap between adjacent accesses within each Rj is larger than a 
cachee line (R - u > Z), no cache line is shared by two or more accesses. Thus, the 
totall  number of cache misses is the sum of the cache misses caused by the k traversals: 

^(nestC/?,, m, T(RJt u), Ot £>)) 

£tó,(T'(/?',u)) ) 

k-tiiCT'iR',")) k-tiiCT'iR',")) 

1 ^ 2 ^ )) ) . else 

Casee R-u <Z A m - | | | < #. With the non-touched gaps being smaller than 
cachee line size (R_-u < Z), adjacent accesses within each Rj might shared a cache line, 
andd hence benefit from previous accesses. With one traversal across all Rj touching 
lesss cache lines than there are in total (m  [|1 < #), the subsequent traversal does not 
havee to reload the shared cache lines. Hence, the total number of cache misses is just 
thee sum of all local patterns. Though these are sequential, a global random pattern 
willl  avoid sequential latency. We take this into account when defining T'  and get 

Ni,(nest(/?,, m, T(/?,, u\ O, D)) 

== Ztó,(T'(/?;,«)) 
/-I I 

== m-lVi,(T'(/?y,«)) 

(4 *̂}}  ftcmio) 

(4.4/4.6) ) 
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with h 
- i - / / [s-trav17, , 

IT , , 
iff  O = ran 

else. . 

Casee R- u < Z A m  [ | 1 > #. With one traversal across all Rj touching 

moree cache lines than there are in total (m  [ | 1 > #), only h = #/111 < m of the m 
sharedd cache lines remain in the cache for potential re-use. The number h' of cache 
liness that is actually re-used depends on O and D and is calculated similarly as for the 
repetitivee traversals in Section 4.4.5: 

h'h':: = 

fo, , 
hi, hi, 

—— • hi, i f  O =  ra n 

i ff  O = se q A  D = un i 

i ff  O = se q A  D = b i 

*<< = l 
Hence,, the total number of cache misses is the same as in the previous case, plus the 
mm - h' cache lines that have to be reloaded during all but the first traversal. These 
additionall  misses cause random latency, i.e., we get 

with h 

andd T' as before. 

IVi,(nest(#,, m, T(/?;, u), O, D)) = \i,(T'(/?,«)) + Ht 

XXii = (0,(k-\)-(m-h'i)) (t) ) 

4.4.7.33 Summary 

Gatheringg the results from all the different cases discussed above, we get 

lti ((nest(/?,, m, T([r, ]/?,, u), O, D)) 

iff  T = s_trav* 

lVÏ ((T'([mm , «)) + £,-, A R_-u<Zi 

tii<J'([mr,tii<J'([mr, ]R,u)), 
AA  m 

else e 

(4.10) ) 

withh X, as in ($) and 

rr = 

S-trav ,̂, if T e {r_acc, r_trav}  A O = seq A k = 1 

r_trav,, if T = s_trav*  A O = ran A R- u> Z, 

s_travr,, if T = s.trav*  /\ O = ran A ~R-u<Zi 

T,, else. 
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Inn other words, an interleaved multi-cursor access pattern causes at least as many 
cachee misses as some simple traversal pattern on the same data region. However, it 
mightt cause random misses though the local pattern is expected to cause sequential 
misses.. Further, if the cross-traversal requires more cache lines than available, X r = 
(k(k - 1)  (m - h\) additional random misses will occur. 

4.55 Combining Cost Functions 

Givenn the cache misses for basic patterns, we will now discuss how to derive the 
resultingg cache misses of compound patterns. The major problem is to model cache 
interferencee that occurs among the basic patterns. 

4.5.11 Sequential Execution 
B e P i) . . . , Pp e P ( | ? > l)) access patterns. ®{P\,... ,PP) then denotes that Pq+l is 
executedd after Pq is finished (cf., Sec. 4.3.3). Obviously, the patterns do not interfere 
inn this case. Consequently, the resulting total number of cache misses is at most the 
summ of the cache misses of all p patterns. However, if two subsequent patterns operate 
onn the same data region, the second might benefit from the data that the first one leaves 
inn the cache. It depends on the cache size, the data sizes, and the characteristics of the 
individuall  patterns, how many cache misses may be saved this way. 

Too model this effect, we need to consider the contents or state of the caches. We 
describee the state of a cache as a set S of pairs (R,p) e Bx]0,1], stating for each 
dataa region R the fraction p that is available in the cache. For convenience, we omit 
dataa regions that are not cached at all, i.e., those with p = 0. In order to appropriately 
considerr the caches' initial states when calculating the cache misses of a basic pattern 
PP = T([.., ]R[,..]) e Pb, we define 

<0,0>,, if < / U ) G S, 

\\ tii(P) T A3p€]0,l[:</?,p)€Sl-
 } 

Nt,(P)) else 

withh ÜÜK̂ ) ^ defined in Equations (4.3) through (4.10). In case R is already entirely 
availablee in the cache, no cache misses will occur during P. In case only a fraction 
off  R is available in the cache, there is a certain chance, that random patterns might 
(partially)) benefit from this fraction. Sequential patterns, however, would only benefit 
iff  this fraction makes up the "head"of R. As we do not know whether this is true, we 
assumee that sequential patterns can only benefit, if R is already entirely in the cache. 
Forr convenience, we write 

tiii($,p)tiii($,p) = ih.i(p) y p e p. 
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Additionally,, we need to know the caches' resulting states S(P) after a pattern P 
hass been performed. For basic patterns P = T([.., ]R[,..]) e Pb, we define 

«MMê-'})} } 
Forr compound patterns @(P\,..., Pp) with P\,..., Pp e P, p > 1, we define 

s,<eCPii  PP)) = Si(pp). 

Here,, we assume that only that last data region (partially) remains in the cache. In case 
thatt R is smaller that the cache, (parts) of the previous data regions might also remain 
inn the cache. However, we ignore this case here, and leave it for future research. 

Equippedd with these tools, we can finally calculate the number of cache misses 
thatt occur when executing patterns *P\ Pp e P ,p > 1 sequentially, given an initial 
cachee state S°: 

p p 

lA^MPulA^MPu.... .,*>,)) = tö,-(S?,?>,) + £ t i t S i i P ^ l P , ) . (4.12) 
q=2 q=2 

4.5.22 Concurrent Execution 

Whenn executing two or more patterns concurrently, we actually have to consider the 
factt that they are competing for the same cache. The number of total cache misses 
wil ll  be higher than just the sum of the individual cache miss rates. The reason for this 
is,, that the patterns will mutually evict cache lines from the cache due to alignment 
conflicts.. To which extend such conflict misses occur does not only depend on the 
patternss themselves, but also on the data placement and details of the cache alignment. 
Unfortunately,, these parameters are not know during cost evaluation. 

Hence,, we model the impact of the cache interference between concurrent patterns 
byy dividing the cache among all patterns. Each individual pattern gets only a fraction 
off  the cache according to its footprint size. We define a pattern's footprint size F as 
thee number of cache lines that it potentially revisits. 

Withh single sequential traversals, a cache line is never visited again once access has 
movedd on to the next cache line. Hence, simple sequential patterns virtually occupy 
onlyy one cache line a at time. Or in other words, the number of cache misses is 
independentt of the available cache size. The same holds for single random traversals 
withh R - u > Z. In all other cases, basic access patterns (potentially) revisit all cache 
liness covered by their respective data region. We define F as follows. 

Bee P = T([.., ]/?,«) e Pb a a basic access pattern, then 

Fi(P)Fi(P) = 

1,, if T = s_travJt 

1,, if T = r_trav A ~R-U>ZI 

|/?|Zj,, else. 
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Bee Pi,..., Pp e P ( p> 1) access patterns, then 

FjCeP»!,, ...,*>,)) = maxfFK^i),...,F0>p)} , 
p p 

F/(C(f> l t ...,Pp))) = ^ F ^ , ) . 
9=1 1 

Further,, we use M#, with v > 1 to denote the number of misses with only £th of 
thee total cache size available. To calculate !&#,, we simply replace C and # by ^ and 
* ,, respectively, in the formulas in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.1. Likewise, we define Sj/y(P). 

Wee write ivi,- = \ i ^ and S, = Syi. 
Withh these tools at hand, we calculate the cache misses for concurrent execution 

off  patterns P i , . . . , f> p e P ( p> 1) given an initial cache state S° as 

p p 

NMs°,, ©<*>,, . ...*>,» = £ *Ws? f *>,) <4*13) 
q=\ q=\ 

with h 
_F(Q(?>11 Pp)) 

F ( ^) ) 

Afterr executing <D(Pi,..., Pp), the cache contains a fraction of each data region 
involved,, proportional to its footprint size: 

p p 

Si(ö(Pu-..,Pp))Si(ö(Pu-..,Pp)) = [jS^(Pq) 

withh vq as defined before. 

4.533 Query Execution Plans 
Withh the techniques discussed in the previous sections, we have the basic tools at hand 
too also estimate the number and kind of cache misses of complete query plans, and 
hencee to predict their memory access costs. The various operators in a query plan 
aree combined in the same way the basic patterns are combined to form compound 
patterns.. Basically, the query plan describes, which operators are executed one after 
thee other and which are executed concurrently. Here, we view pipelining as concurrent 
executionn of data-dependent operators. Hence, we can derive the complex memory 
accesss pattern of a query plan by combining the compound patterns of the operators 
ass discussed above. Considering the caches' states as introduced before takes care of 
properlyy recognizing data dependencies. 

4.66 CPU Costs 

Nextt to memory access costs, we need to know the pure CPU processing costs in order 
too estimate the total execution costs. We now present a simple but effective method to 
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acquiree CPU costs using a calibration approach. As we focus on memory access costs 
inn this work, a more detailed model of CPU costs is beyond the scope of this thesis 
andd left for future work. 

4.6.11 What to calibrate? 
Calibratingg CPU costs means to actually measure the costs — i.e., execution time — 
off  all algorithms in a laboratory setting. A prerequisite for this approach is that we 
knoww the complexity of the algorithms in terms of input and output cardinalities. In 
otherr words, we assume we know the principle CPU cost functions of our algorithms. 
Forr instance, we know that the CPU cost of a scan-select can be described as 

?CPUU = Co + c\ n + C2-m 

wheree c0 represents the fix startup costs, n and m are the input and output cardinality, 
respectively,, and C[, C2 represent the per tuple costs for processing input tuples and 
producingg output tuples, respectively. As we are talking about our own algorithms, 
thee assumption that we know such functions is reasonable. In case of doubt, we can 
usee the Software Testpilot [KK93, AKK95] to experimentally derive these functions. 

Obviously,, these functions only depend on the algorithm itself. All implemen-
tationss details like coding style, code optimizations, and compiler optimizations are 
coveredd by the constants c, in the above formula. This approach implies that the con-
stantss e, are indeed independent of the data volume. But this does hold for the pure 
CPUU costs. The impact of data volume is already covered by the memory access costs. 
However,, the c, are typically not independent of other parameters like data types, and 
respectivee code optimizations in the algorithms. Here, again, our code expansion 
techniquee pays back. Within each expanded implementation variant of our algorithm, 
thesee parameters are constant, and thus, the c, are indeed simple constants for each 
physicall  implementation. 

4.6.22 How to calibrate? 

Hence,, calibrating the c, can be done by some simple experiments. For instance, in 
ourr example case, the scan-select, we use the following experiments: 

First,, we need to measure the fix (start-up) costs CQ. The start-up costs cover all 
thee "administrative"work that is done only once per algorithm. Such work contains 
amongg other 

 parsing the MIL command; 

 performing on-the-fly tactical/operational optimization, i.e., choosing the most 
adequatee algorithm/implementation according to the current properties of the 
inputss and the current state of the system; 

 overhead for calling the function that implements the operator, including pos-
siblee instruction cache misses (i.e., memory access) to load the respective code 
andd the necessary stack management; 
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 creating, initializing, and removing temporary data structures; 

 creating the output/result data structure, usually a BAT. 

Wee measure Co by measuring the time needed to execute the operation on empty 
inputs.. Typically, the time needed for this task is so small, that the resolution of the 
timingg function is just not small enough to ensure accurate and reliable measurements. 
Wee prevent such problems by repeating the empty call several times and measure the 
totall  time. The actual costs for a single call are then calculated by dividing the total 
timee by the number of calls. 

Oncee we know Co, we can measure c\ by performing the operation in question 
onn a non-empty input that produces no output. In case of our example (select), for 
instance,, this can be achieved by using a predicate the does not match any tuple of 
thee input BAT. c\ is then to be calculated by subtracting c0 from the measured time 
andd dividing the remainder by the cardinality of the input. Two things have to be 
considered.. On the one hand, we would like to exclude any interference with memory 
access.. One way to do this is to use an input table that is so small that all processing 
takess place in LI cache. This requires an initial not-measured run to pre-load the 
cache.. Again, we might need to measure several subsequent runs to ensure stable 
results.. On the other hand, using too littl e input data might result in inaccurate times 
forr the per tuple costs. The fix costs are likely to be dominant, as we might need to 
usee really small inputs to be sure that all processing indeed is limited to LI . Using 
largee inputs, however, implies that memory costs will be included in the measurement. 
Butt we do know the memory costs, and hence, we can easily subtract them from the 
measuredd times to get the pure CPU costs. We propose to use the second technique. 

Actually,, the second technique has another advantage. As we learned in Chapter 3, 
CPUU costs and memory access costs may overlap. Hence, simply adding-up the CPU 
costss as calibrated without any memory access by the first technique and the memory 
costss as estimated by our models would result in too high overall costs. Accurately 
predictingg the degree of overlap between CPU costs and memory access costs, how-
ever,, depends on various parameters and is hence very difficult, if not impossible. Our 
secondd technique, however, implicitly considers the actual overlap by measuring only 
thatt part of the CPU costs that does not overlap with memory access costs. As we are 
interestedd in the CPU costs only to add them to the estimated memory access costs, 
andd thus yield the total costs, the second technique makes-up a feasible solution. 

Knowingg both CQ and c\, we can measure c-i in a third and final experiment. We 
modifyy the second experiment to produce output that is as big as the input. In case of 
ourr example (select), for instance, this can be achieved by using a predicate such that 
alll  input tuples do match. Subtracting fix costs, input processing costs (as measured 
before),, and memory access costs from the measured time, we can calculate the output 
creationn costs. 

Forr other algorithms, the calibration procedure follows the same schema, though 
itt gets more complex for more complex algorithms. 
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4.6.33 When to calibrate? 
Forr the memory access cost models, we proposed to measure the required hardware 
parameterss once when the DBMS is installed on a new (hardware-)system. Likewise, 
thee CPU costs also need to be measured only once per system. However, as we need 
too measure the costs for each physical implementation of each algorithm, this might 
bee a rather complex and long running task. One way to speed-up the installation 
processs is to restrict this task (at installation time) to the most popular MIL operations 
andd only their most important variants. The remaining costs can then be calibrated 
"on-the-fly"onlyy as soon as they are need by the system. 

4.77 Experimental Validation 

Too validate our cost model, we compare the estimated costs with experimental results. 
Wee focus on characteristic operations, here. The data access pattern of each operation 
iss a combination of several basic patterns. The operations are chosen so that each 
basicc pattern occurs at least once. Extension to further operations and whole queries, 
however,, is straight forward, as it just means applying the same techniques to combine 
accesss patterns and derive their cost functions.7 

4.7.11 Setup 
Wee implemented our cost functions and used our main-memory DBMS prototype 
Monett (see Section 2.7) as experimentation platform. We ran our experiments 
onn an SGI Origin2000 and on an AMD PC. Table 4.2 lists the relevant hardware 
featuress of the machines. The cache characteristics are measured with our calibration 
tool.. We use the CPU's hardware counters to get the exact number of cache and TLB 
missess while running our experiments. Thus, we can validate the estimated cache 
misss rates. Validating the resulting total memory access cost (i.e., miss rates scored 
byy their latencies) is more complicated, as there is no way to measure the time spent 
onn memory access. We can only measure the total elapsed time, and this includes the 
(pure)) CPU costs as well. Hence, we extend our model to estimate the total execution 
timee T as sum of memory access time and pure CPU time 

TT = rMem + rCpu (4.14) 

withh TMem as in Equation (4.1). We calibrate 7CPU for each algorithm as described in 
thee previous section. 

4.7.22 Results 
Figuress 4.8 through 4.11 gather our experimental results. Each plot represents one 
algorithm.. The cache misses and times measured during execution are depicted as 
points.. The respective cost estimations are plotted as lines. Cache misses are depicted 

77 We present more examples and validation in Chapter 5. 
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machinee type 

OS S 
CPU U 

CPUU speed 
main-memoryy size 

cachee & TLB levels 

L11 cache capacity 
L11 cache line size 

L11 cache lines 

L22 cache capacity 

L22 cache line size 

L22 lines 
TLBB entries 

pagee size 
TLBB capacity (#3  Z3) 

TLBB miss latency 

N N 

Ci i 

Z i i 

#1 1 

c2 2 

zz2 2 
#2 2 

#3 3 

z3 3 

c3 3 
FF = P 
ll 33 - * 3 

SGII Origin2000 

IRIX644 6.5 

MIPSS R10000 

2500 MHz 

488 GB (4 GB local) 

3 3 
32KB B 

322 bytes 

1,024 4 
4MB B 

1288 bytes 

32,768 8 
64 4 

16KB B 

11 MB 

2288 ns = 57 cycles 

AMDD PC 

Linuxx 2.2.14 

AMDD Athlon 

6000 MHz 
3844 MB 

3 3 

64KB B 

644 bytes 
1,024 4 

512KB B 

644 bytes 
8,192 2 

32 2 

4KB B 
128KB B 

88 ns = 5 cycles 

sequentiall access 

L11 miss latency 
L22 miss latency 

L11 miss bandwidth 

L22 miss bandwidth 

?l ?l 

% % 
*ï ï 
*>l *>l 

10ns== 2.5 cycles 

180ns== 45 cycles 

30522 MB/s 

5555 MB/s 

20ns== 12 cycles 
711 ns = 43 cycles 

30522 MB/s 

6700 MB/s 

randomm access 

L11 miss latency 

L22 miss latency 

L11 miss bandwidth 
L22 miss bandwidth 

FFx x 

5 5 
b\ b\ 

b\ b\ 

24ns== 6 cycles 

4066 ns =101 cycles 

12722 MB/s 
2433 MB/s 

455 ns = 27 cycles 

1800 ns= 108 cycles 

13566 MB/s 

2711 MB/s 

Tablee 4.2: Hardware Characteristics 

inn absolute numbers. Times are depicted in milliseconds. We will now discuss each 
algorithmm in detail. 

Quick-Sortt  Our first experiment is sorting. We use quick-sort to sort a table in-
place.. Quick-sort uses two cursors, one starting at the front and the other starting at 
thee end. Both cursors sequentially walk toward each other swapping data items where 
necessary,, until they meet in the middle. We model this as two concurrent sequential 
traversals,, each sweeping over one half of the table: s_travs(£//2) o s_travs([//2). At 
thee meeting point, the table is split in two parts and quick-sort recursively proceeds 
depth-firstt on each part. With n being the table's cardinality, the depth of the recursion 
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Figuree 4.8: Measured (points) and Predicted (lines) Cache Misses and Execution Time 
off  Quick-Sort 

iss log2 n. In total, we model the data access pattern of quick-sort as 

UU <— quicksort(U): 

©© tf" (®i°SUn (s-travs(L//2Ó o s_travs(c//2^'))). 

Wee varied the table sizes from 128KB to 128MB and the tables contained ran-
domlyy distributed (numerical) data. Figure 4.8 shows that the models accurately pre-
dictt the actual behavior. Only the start-up overhead of about 100 TLB misses is not 
covered,, but this is negligible. The step in the L2 misses-curve depicts the effect of 
cachingg on repeated sequential access: Tables that fit into the cache have to be loaded 
onlyy once during the top-level iteration of quick-sort. Subsequent iterations operate 
onn the cached data, causing no additional cache misses. 

Merge-Joinn Our next candidate is merge-join. Assuming both operands are already 
sorted,, merge-join simply performs three concurrent sequential patterns, one on each 
inputt and one on the output: 

WW <- merge_join(U, V) : s_travs(£/) o s_travs(V) o s.travs(W). 

Again,, we use randomly distributed data and table sizes as before. In all exper-
iments,, both operands are of equal size, and the join is a l:l-match. The respective 
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Figuree 4.9: Measured (points) and Predicted (lines) Cache Misses and Execution Time 
off  Merge-Join 

resultss in Figure 4.9 demonstrate the accuracy of our cost functions. Further, we see 
thatt single sequential access is not affected by cache sizes. The costs are proportional 
too the data sizes. 

Hash-Joinn While the previous operations perform only sequential patterns, we now 
turnn our attention to hash-join. Hash-join performs random access to the hash-table, 
bothh while building it and while probing the other input against it. We model the data 
accesss pattern of hash-join as 

WW <- hashjoin(U, V): 

s_travs(V)) o r.trav(V') e s_travs(L7) o r_acc(|C/|, V') © s.travs(W). 

Thee plots in Figure 4.10 clearly show the significant increase in L2 and TLB 
misses,, once the hash-table size ||V'|| exceeds the respective cache size.8 Our cost 
modell  correctly predicts these effects and the resulting execution time. 

Partitionin gg One way to prevent the performance decrease of hash-join on large 
tabless is to partition both operands on the join attribute and then hash-join the matching 
partitionss [SKN94, MBKOOa]. If each partition fits into thee cache, no additional cache 
missess will occur during hash-join. 

8Thee plots show no such effect for LI misses, as all hash-tables are larger than the LI cache, here. 
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Partitioningg algorithms typically maintain a separate output buffer for each result 
partition.. The input is read sequentially, and each tuple is written to its output par-
tition.. Data access within each output partition is also sequential. Hence, we model 
partitioningg using a sequential traversal for the input and an interleaved multi-cursor 
accesss for the output: 

{Vj}\y{Vj}\y =l=l  <- cluster(U,m): 

s_travs(£7)) O nest({  £/,-}) J=1, m, s_travs(£/y), ran). 

Thee curves in Figure 4.11a demonstrate the effect we discussed in Section 4.4.7: 
Thee number of cache misses increases significantly, once the number of output buffers 
mm exceeds the number of available cache blocks #. Though they tend to under estimate 
thee costs for very high numbers of partitions, our models accurately predict the crucial 
points. . 

Partitionedd Hash-Join Once the inputs are partitioned, we can join them by per-
formingg a hash-join on each pair of matching partitions. We model the data access 
patternn of partitioned hash-join as 

{Wj)\J{Wj)\J=l=l  ^partJiashJoindUj^AVj^m): 

e^^hashjoinCV,,^,^)) . . 

Figuree 4.11b shows that the cache miss rates, and thus the total costs, decrease 
significantly,, once each partition (respectively its hash-table) fits into the cache. 

4.88 Conclusion 

Wee presented a new generic approach to build generic database cost models for hier-
archicall  memory systems. 

Wee extended the knowledge base on analytical cost-models for query optimiza-
tionn with a strategy derived from our experimentation with main-memory database 
technology.. The approach taken shows that we can achieve hardware-independence 
byy modeling hierarchical memory systems as multiple level of caches. Each level 
iss characterized by a few parameters describing its sizes and timings. This abstract 
hardwaree model is not restricted to main-memory caches. As we pointed out, the 
characteristicss of main-memory access are very similar to those of disk access. View-
ingg main-memory (e.g., a database system's buffer pool) as cache for disk access, it 
iss obvious that our approach also covers I/O- As such, the model presented provides a 
valuablee addition to the core of cost-models for disk-resident databases as well. 

Adaptationn of the model to a specific hardware is done by instantiating the param-
eterss with the respective values of the very hardware. Our Calibrator, a software tool 
too measure these values on arbitrary systems, is available for download from our web 
sitee ht tp: //monetdb. cwi. nl. 
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Wee identified a few key access patterns eminent in the majority of relational alge-
braa implementations. The key patterns fulfil l two major requirements: they are simple 
andd they have a relevant impact on data access costs. For these basic patterns, we 
developedd cost functions that estimate the respective access cost in terms of cache 
missess scored by there latency. To maintain hardware-independence, the functions are 
parameterizedd with the hardware characteristics. 

Wee introduced two operators to combine simple patterns to more complex patterns 
andd developed rules how to generate the respective cost functions. 

Withh our approach, building physical costs function for database operations boils 
downn to describing the algorithms' data access in a kind of "pattern language"as pre-
sentedd in Section 4.3.3. This task requires only information that can be derived from 
thee algorithm. Especially, no knowledge about the hardware is needed, here. The 
detailedd cost function are than automatically derived from the pattern descriptions. 

Thoughh focusing on data access costs, our model does not ignore CPU costs. We 
presentedd a simple but effective calibration approach that allows to automatically mea-
suree the CPU costs of each algorithm and its various implementations. An investiga-
tionn as to whether and how CPU costs can be modeled in more details is left to future 
research. . 


